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WORKING M0MAtq AND MAN FILM SHOWINGS; 
In offer�nq this aeries our purpose is not simple 

enterta1111$Rt,� oor %'aa.at-4ciam. !)Or escatt., bUt rather 
in keeping with the thtee�fota puzpowes 01 r�utionary 
film making: 

. . 
1. To inform people of ieauea aQd events portrayed in films. 

2; TO develop an understanding of c01111110n links and inter
connections between our own struggles and conditions and 
thOse portrayed on film. · 

WltKIR'G "OIIMI Aic f:MAI 800KSTOU1 
'fbe purpose of workiJtg woma� and man bookstore is to 

i�orm aad educate worklnq peopl.e about issues and 
events that have a direct and ilidtrect bifl�e on our 
lives. In addition to operation of a bookstore offering 
many books that are difficult to btain elsewhere, we have 
organized: 

1. Bookstore Club Discussions.: The- 80ok.8tore· club is 
a means for cuatcaera and aup0)rt.ua Of tt'- bOOkstore to 
build a stronger and better bOOkstore through their support 
and participation. Discussions are organized through the 
bookstore club on many topics, including Women's Rights, 
Socialism vs. Capitalism, and Wage Labor vs. Capital. 

2. The Women • s Work BoOk Project: The Women • s WOJ:"kboOk 
project is an opportunity for working class women to aua
marize their cODditions and experiences in writiOf and 
in interviews, and to engage in disc:v.aaioas to ..,.� 
lessons from that experience. The r.-lu wtll be published 
and distributed bf the bookstore. 

.c "1: .  • 
. · 3. Reae�clu iJ!he bookstore maintains a research library 
aad �P,iAQ .. .(»,_� Q1l many inu•• anc1 events of ·�e 
td�o&in\r �lt. pesearch projecta. eg: oa .enerft, union
� ,  •tc are �ganizad regularly by book8tore staff 
���bars dt t�\ iiokstore club. 



UNION N.lUDS: A DOCUHENTARY ABOUT �'lOHEN WORKERS OHGANIZ ING 

Prcduced by New Day Films 

Union Maids tells the story of one of the great social 
movements of our history from the point of vie\v of three 
working class illOmen organizers who played a part in that 
movement: the struggle of millions of working people to 
organize large industrial unions and win basic rights 
of economic security for all workers in response to the 
Great Depression of the '30s. 

From our point of view as working people today--faced 
with another economic crisis and increasing attacks on 
worker's rights--the struggles related by the women org
anizers in Union :Maids offer both inspiration and import
ant lessons. But it would be a mistake to .view Union 
Naids from the viewpoint of nostalgia for past movements 
or to fail to recognize both the common elements and dif
ferent conditions of our struggles today. 

Historical development doesn't proct;ed.in a straight 
line. The process of development of social forces goes 
through periods of victory and defeat� gains and setbacks, 
periods of intense struggle andperiods of relative calm and 
rest. Development passes from quantitative, gradual 
change to open, abrupt, qualitative change. 

The victories won by working people in the 30's have 
had an important effect on all of our lives, but they 
did not qualitatively change our conditions. Our struggle 
continues. 
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1. Historical Conditions-The Great Depression: The 
women whose stories are told in union Maids became 

·a ctive in the union movement during the Great Depression 
of the '30s. In that period, from the s tock market 
crash of 1929 to the recovery that was finally only 
achieved with the full scale war production of World 
War II, 5,761 banks failed, gross farm income dropped 
by more than 50%; wage cuts for industrial workers 
averaged 45%. By 1933 estimates are •as many as 17 
million people were unemployed and 40 million men, 
women, and children were without a regular paycheck 
or any other form of regular income. Between 1930 
and 1935, 75,000 farms were lost through foreclosure 
and bankruptcy sales; in New York 100,000 eviction 
orders were issued in one year. 

Working people and small farmers faced these cond
itions witho.ut the benefit of unemployment insurance 
or welfare. 

In addition, racism and sexism intensified problems 
for many workers. According to Labor's Untold Story: 
"Women received less pay than men • . .  Wages of $5, $6, $7 
a week for full time work for women were common. The 
wages of Negro women, the most oppressed of all, were 
even lower than those for white women. 

Not all people were so directly affected by the de
pression however. According to Milton Meltzer: "Some 
of the new rich and the wilder speculators were ruined 
by the crash, but it hardly nicked the old money. 
The great American for·tunes accumulated in the nineteenth 
century stood solid. The paper value of a families 
wealth diminished, but the family still owned signifi
cant and usually controlling shares of the productive 
power of America. Some of the great empires 

. 
managed to expand: u.s. Steel , Western.Electrlc, 
Dupont, Standard Oil r Shell, A.rmour I Monsanto I General 
Motors. When stock market values fell, the giant 
corporations bought up more properties at bargain 
prices .. " .  
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2. What was the cause of the Great Depression? 
The depression which began in 1929 was neither the 
first nor the last of depressions and recessions 
in this c�untry. In fact, depressions or crises 
are a basic feature of capitalist societies and 
economies. Crises have occurred periodically every 
8 to 12 years since 1825. Everyone today is well 
aware of the current "recession" and can recall the 
similar recession of 1974-75. 

The causes ot recessions and depression are no 
mystery, despite what the media tells us today. 
They occur based on the fundamental contradiction 
of our society: the wealth of society is produced 
socially by the interconnected labor of millions of 
people, but it is appropriated by ·a few, rich 
capitalists who control the means of production, the 
tools factories, and machinery needed for production. 
Because they own the means of production, the capital
ists can hire workers to work for them for a wage. 
Workers p

·
roduce the wealth, but

· 
the wage·s paid to 

them equal only a part of the wealth they produce. 

The remainder, the unpaid labor of the worker, is 
pocketed by the capitalist. 

Always looking for a competitive edge over other 
capitalists, the capitalist invests a portion of the 
wealth the workers produce to develop the productivity 
of labor and thus lower labor costs for each item 
produced, thus getting a larger profit on each or a 
bigger share of the market. In the period from 1919 
to 1929, just before the Great Depression, output.per 
worker hour rose 72%. By 1929 workers could make each 
unit in 30% less time. Wages by no means rose with 
the productivity of labor. By 1929, the top 5% of all 
Americans took in about one-third of all personal 
income. 
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But having developed production to a high 
level w.hile holding wages to a minimum, the capitalists 

t ate caught up in contradictions of their own 
making. Who will buy their products? Workers have 
been systematically paid less than the value of 
what they produce and cannot afford to buy · 

all of the products of their labor. The result is a 

crisis of over production. Production is suspended 
and workers laid ·Off. Products and productive 
forces are destroyed rather than used. Wealth is 
concentrated in fewer and fewer hands. And then 
The cycle begins again. 

The working out of this cycle can be observed 
today both in gerneral economic conditions and in 
particular industries, like the auto industry. 
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3. Workers response to the Great Depression: Formation 
of the CIO. 

At the beginning of the depression, workers had few 
weapons with which to fight .for economic securi ty and 
decent working conditions. Only 10% of the work force 
was org anized into unions, and the dominant unions were 
organized as craf t unions in the American Federation of 
Labor (AFL) . Craft unions organized workers by their 
particular skill or trade regardless of how their actual 
working conditions were organized. 'I'hus \>Jorkers in a · 

single industry or shop were often represented by many 
different unions, each of which represented workers from 
only a single trade. The effect of this form of organ
ization was that workers were not able to coordinate 
their struggles and most new, large scale industry remai�ed 
unorganized. In fact, leaders of the AFL declared workers 
in large indust ial plants--often recent irmnigrants, blacks, 
and vlOme;n--to be unorganizable! The interests of the 
leaders of the l>:..FL v1as e;.:posed as represnting only the 
inte rests of their narrow trades, not the interests of 
the working class as a whole. For example, at the 
beginning of the depression, the AFL opposed workers 
demands for unemployment insurance. 

Union Maids tells the story of the formation of a new 
type of union, known as industr ia.l unions .• which 'Vmuld 
represen·t all workers \vithin a p.lant or industry regard
less of their particular trade or job. The leadership i� 
c.nese struggles 1 as Uni.on 1·1aids shows, often came from 
those workers whom the AFL leaders declared unorganizable. 
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A worker summed up the accomplishment of the CIO: 
"The CIO movement gave the American public its first 
real taste of class consciousness and social thinking, 
establishing in the American mind for the first time 
the idea of democracy on the job, in the factories, 
the offices, and every place where people work. The 

whole idea of human relations at work, which has since 
become the subject of innumerable studies by industrial 
relations experts, is the product of this movement. The 
CIO, in conjunction with the war and the activities of 
the Negroes themselves, established a framework within 
which Negroes could fight for equality inside the plant. 
It has done the same for women workers. Over the years 
it has provided a focal point for the energies of tens 
of thousands of idealistically minded young people who 
found in the labor movement a cause they could serve. 
The theory that America has a class struggle, so long 
disputed, was finally recognized after the CIO was org
anized. It was the CIO movement and following it the 
Second World War, which established the production ,.,orker 
as a citizen of American society rather than just a 
beast of burden. •· (James Boggs. "The American Revolution: 
Pages from a Negro Workers Notebook" 1963) 

But in assessing the significance of the CIO for our 
struggles today, we should be clear tha� the r7al �ains 
of working people in the 30's representea quant1tat1ve 

changes for the most part, not � qua�itative c�ange in
. 

the social relations of product1on, 1n the bas1c relat1ons 
of exploited and exploiter. The CIO movement helped to 
win the riaht to unemployment insurance, but it did not 
solve the problem of unemployment. The CIO won the right 
of workers to organize unions, but a majority of worker� 
have never been organized. It won new r2spect for work1ng 
people, but it did not eliminate finally racism and sexism 
within the working class movement itself. 

The struggle to change the relations of production 
continues today under new conditions. 
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4. The working class movement today. 
The struggles of the '30s developed out of the adv

ance of the productive forces in the industrial revolu
tion following the First World War: the expansion of 
large �cale industrial production, the �echanization of 
agriculture, the migration of milftions of black and · 

other agricultural workers to the cities. Significantly, 
the rise of the CIO took place in a period of rising U.S. 
control of world markets and resources which was consol
idated in the period following world war II. 

Our struggles for a decent standard of living and 
s ocial development today, take place in a period when 
u.s. capitalists are increasingly unable to transfer the 
burden of super-exploitation to workers overseas. A new 
industrial revolution, spurred by automation and computer
ization, is eliminating many industrial production jobs, 
and increasing the number of clerical, service, and tech
nical jobs while at the same time increaseing the numbers 
of people �ore or les s permanently unemployed and forced 
onto welfare to survive. •rhe size of the workforce has 
continued to grow, but its composition is rapidly _changing. 
Soon more women will be employed than the total number of 
workers emp l oyed in 1929. Out. of this changing composition 

of the workforce, strong, independent movements of 
women, blacks, and other minorities have arisen and 
grown, and now represent. the rising force for develop
ment within the labor movement as a whol�. · 

Common elen1ents of our conditions today and those 
of the 30s however reveal the interconnection between 
our struggles and the class struggles of the CIO movement. 
Real wages today have declined steadily for all workers 
since the early 70s. The concentration of economic power 
in fewer and fewer hands continues. The rights of workers 
to organize are increasingly under attack--both from 
government regulation and legislation and from a new army' 
of union-busting "industrial relations" consultants. 
The percentage of workers in unions has declined from 

a peak of 37% iri 1947 to 22% today. 
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We face the necessity and the responsibility of creating 
a new movement today even stronger than the CIO movement. 
In our discussion tonight, we will focus on the key role 
of women in developing the working class movement: How 
are our conditions today similar and how different from 
the conditions of the rise of the CIO; what are the pos
itive and negative lessons of the experiences s��arized 
in Union Maids for developing a movement today? 
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